
QA Programs for Local Health 
Departments 

Quality Assurance 



Objectives of this course are: 
 Define Quality 
 Know 6 Main Causes of Poor Quality 
 Know 6 Service Quality Dimensions 
 Know Characteristics of a Quality Assurance (QA) Program 
 Explain Purpose of QA Programs in Health Departments  
 Know 8 Developmental Steps of QA Programs 
 Explain Importance of Management “Buy-In” 
 Know S.M.A.R.T. System for Defining Quality Objectives 
 Know 6 Mandatory Procedures for QA Programs  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides these objectives, the main purpose of this training is to assist you, the local health departments, in understanding more about the basic concepts of Quality Assurance (QA)  and hopefully to start you on your way, if you haven’t already begun, to implementing a QA program for all of the different programs in your health department.



What is Quality? 
 Quality has many different definitions 
 Definitions range from informal to formal 
 Some informal definitions are: 
 Excellence 
Adding Value 
Commitment to Improve 

 A formal definition is: 
“Quality is the ongoing process of building & 

sustaining relationships by assessing, anticipating, & 
fulfilling stated & implied need.” 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussing quality can be a bit tricky, since there are many different definitions of quality ranging from an academic definitions to extremely subjective ones.  So, to have a meaningful definition your perspective of quality is very important.  For the purposes of this presentation our perspective is focusing on environmental health services (e.g., inspections and permits). 



Why quality? 

Improve 
Quality 

Reduce 
Costs, 
Rework, 
Delays, & 
Errors 

Increase 
Productivity 

Improve 
Customer 
Satisfaction  

Success in 
Business 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
To start with, we need to understand “why quality”.  In other words what is the purpose.  As seen in the diagram in the slide, as you improve quality you reduce costs, increase productivity, improve customer satisfaction, and ultimately gain success in business.



6 Main Causes of Poor Quality 
 Man - 

 Lack of motivation, training, skills, interest 
 Machine - 

 Lack of capability, maintenance, outdated 
 Material -  

 Low grade, unspecified, variation 
 Management -  

 Lack of vision, mission, decision making & communication 
 Method -  

 Lack of procedures, communication, procedures not 
followed 

 Mother nature - 
 Humidity, temperature, lighting 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
There are many stumbling blocks along the way though that everyone involved in a quality program needs to be aware of.  Let’s look at the six (6) main causes of poor quality in relation to our perspective of environmental health services (e.g., inspections and permits).  Once we consider this information  in that context the picture becomes much clearer.  Using that context, let us take each point of one of the six (6) main causes of poor quality and think of some examples:Man = our REHS’/inspectors, training, personal skillsMachine = their computers, phones, county vehiclesMaterial = inspection sheets, pensManagement = Self, Supervisors, Health DirectorsMethod = protocol, procedures, communication Mother Nature = weather, this playing a larger role in some programs versus others (e.g., On-site Wastewater, Pools, etc.)



Further Defining of Quality 
 Many definitions are based on different points of 

view: 
 From a Process point of view - Conformance with 

process standards & specifications 
 

 From a Product point of view – Degree of excellence at 
an acceptable price 

 

 From a Cost point of view – Best combination between 
costs & features 
 

 From a Customer point of view - Service &/or product 
meeting customer needs  
 Fitness for Use = does it do what it is suppose to do? 

 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Taking defining quality a step further, you should also be aware that besides your perspective there are also different points of view.  From the four points of view listed here let us consider each one in our context of EH Services.  The process point of view would be: are the REHS’ conducting and performing a comprehensive, through inspection following the proper standards and guidelines.The product point of view addresses: quantity, quality and completeness of the inspection(s) for the total costs to the county.  Thus, the “acceptable price” is how much time is taken to conduct the inspection(s) thoroughly.The cost point of view considers all of the confounding factors (e.g., salaries, equipment, etc.) versus liable claims.Finally, the customer point of view.  Do our customers, the citizens of North Carolina deem our services of value.  In other words are we meeting our “Fitness for Use”.



Health Departments Focus on Services 
& Customer Satisfaction 

 
 Customer satisfaction is an important part of 

running a successful business. 
 
 4 Tips for avoiding customer dissatisfaction are: 

 Be Pro-active 
 Be Responsive 
 Be Honest 
 Be Realistic 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since the all of the citizens of North Carolina are our customers, Health Departments’ main focus is on services provided and customer satisfaction.  Services provided in a health department are largely predetermined by best practices, standard protocols, and are often defined by funding sources.  Customer satisfaction though is an important part of running any successful business.  In the Health Department setting sometimes there is a perception that since the “clients” are not necessarily paying for the services that they are not “customers”. This is wrong!!!  And, staff should be adequately trained to provide excellent customer service, or ultimately your programs and Health Department will suffer the consequences (e.g., losing funding).  Four (4) helpful tips for keeping customers satisfied are:Be Pro-active: head off foreseeable problems before the arise.Be Responsive: JUST DO IT, if there is something that needs to be done, then it is best to address it as soon as possible.Be Honest: Best Guess, sincerely what do you think, that is the how items should be addressed.  Do not tell customers something just because you want them to go-away happy.  They will only come back later frustrated and angry that they were misled the first time.  Also, no one and nothing is perfect.  If staff does not know an answer they should say so, but this feeds back into the first two tips of being pro-active and responsive.  If they do not know an answer then they need to try and find out what the answer is, if there is one.Be Realistic:  No one has all the answers and a lot of times there are not any easy answers.  Think sincerity and use the other three tips, your customers will appreciate your efforts and believe that you are doing your best given the circumstances.



6 Service Quality Dimensions  
 
 Timeliness 
 Courtesy 
 Consistency 
 Convenience 
 Completeness 
 Accuracy 

 These dimensions if implemented wisely will limit 
customer dissatisfaction.  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Keeping the four (4) customer satisfaction tips in mind, it is no surprise then when we see the six (6) main quality dimensions.  Each one of these dimensions fitting into one or more of the customer satisfaction tips.  Again, implementing these practices at all levels will limit customer dissatisfaction.



What is Quality Assurance? 
 

 Quality Assurance (QA) is prevention of 
quality problems  through planned and 
systematic activities including 
documentation. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Since we now have a pretty good idea about What is quality and WHY.  Let’s start discussing what is Quality Assurance.  As the definition above indicates it is a plan of action (program) that is systematically conducted and documented.



Defining QA Programs 
 

 A Quality Assurance program is a complete 
system to assure the quality of services &/or 
products by evaluating performance &/or a 
service against a standard or specified 
requirement for customers.  It is a way of 
management. 

 
Quality Management System  (QMS) 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Defining a QA program can be seen as the complete package that assures quality of services by evaluating performance against a standard or customer required specification.  QA programs is a way of managing!!!  It is a Quality Management System (QMS). 



Quality Management System 
(QMS) 

= QA Program 
 

 QMS & QA Program is a formalized system 
that documents the structure, 

responsibilities, & procedures required to 
achieve effective quality management. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In summary a QMS or QA Program is a management system that documents structure, responsibility, and procedures required to achieve effective quality product, in our case the product being EH Services (e.g., inspections, permits, etc.).Considering this is the definition of a QMS, then let’s take a moment to think about what you already have a place.Job descriptions for REHS’ and other staffInspection protocols and best practicesInspection sheetsPermit applications Time sheetsThe list goes on certainly, but the idea here is that you already have a lot of tools in place!!!  It is just a matter of getting it all together to maximize the quality of services provided.



Characteristics of a QA Program 
 Process Driven 
 Pro-Active 
 Staff Functions 
 Prevent Problems & Defects 
 Quality Audit 
 Defining Process 
 Selection of  Tools 
 Trainings 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Moving forward with getting a QMS in place may seem like a daunting task.  Or if you already have one, but you know it can be more effective with some “tweaks”, where do you start?First you have to understand the basic characteristics of a QA program.  As presented in the slide it will be a process driven, pro-active, system that accounts for staff functions with the main goal to prevent problems by conducting audits and defining processes implementing the proper tools and providing appropriate and adequate training for staff.   GRIN…



QA Programs in Health 
Departments 
 Should strive to promote & protect the 

health, safety, and well-being of the 
people being served by providing 
responsive, independent assessment, and 
monitoring of human services through 
respectful relationships. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Now that we all have a better idea about what a QMS, or QA program is, let us look at it more closely in the context of Health Departments.  As a side note: at this point in time I think you are probably noticing how certain words, and concepts keep appearing.  For example: Responsive, assessment/audit/monitoring, respect



Or as defined by NC Local Health 
Department Accreditation, Essential 
Service #9: 

 Local Health Department’s (LHD) shall 
employ a quality assurance & improvement 
process to assess the effectiveness of services 
& improve health outcomes. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Besides a QMS or QA program being good practice to promote customer service and business success.  In North Carolina (N.C.) it is mandated!  As defined by NC Local Health Department Accreditation, Essential Service #9.



QA Programs in Health Care Assist with: 

 Monitoring & ensuring that mandatory 
standards & protocols are being met; 

 

 Identifying areas needing improvement; 
 

 Implementing performance improvement 
plans; 
 

 And, making sure regulations are clearly 
interpreted & followed.  
 
 
 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QMS or QA Programs in Health Care settings are important for all of the reasons shown on the slide.  Bottom line though is ultimately to forego any/all liability issues, while providing effect services and improving health outcomes.



QA Programs have 8 Main 
Development Steps 
 Learn 
 Plan 
 Define 
 Build 
 Launch 
 Review 
 Assess 
 Improve 

  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We now have reviewed:What (QMS or QA programs), Why (important for foregoing any/all liability issues, while providing effect services and improving health outcomes),Who (REHS’, other health department staff), Where (Your Health Department), Now let us consider HOW.In this slide you’ll find the eight (8) developmental steps of creating a QMS or a QA Program.  The following ten (10) slides will take a closer look at each step.



Step #1: Learn 
 **Top Management Buy-In** 
 Define Scope 
 Conduct Gap Analysis 
 Management Review 

**Lack of top management commitment will cause 
failure or loss of organizational productivity, 
profitability, effective work-place efficiency, job 
satisfaction, employee morale, & continuous 
product/service improvement** 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
QMS or QA Programs have to start at the top!!!  Without management “buy-in” employees will not take the QA program seriously, and deem it as just more work.Besides having management committed to the QMS or QA program, management also needs to define the scope of the QA program and work on assessing any/all gaps in services (e.g., Gap Analysis).Reflecting on our current EH Services systems that are in place, can you think of any instances in which something “fell through the cracks”.  That “CRACK” is a GAP.Once you identify the gaps, with the input of your staff, since they most likely are the ones dealing first hand with any gaps there are, then it is time to assess why it happened and what can be done to prevent it from happening again. 



Importance of Management Buy-In 
 Management needs to provide evidence of 

their commitment to QMS by: 
 

Communicating importance of meeting 
customer & legal requirements; 

 

Setting up quality policy & quality objectives; 
 

Conducting regular management reviews; 
 

& ensuring that required resources are made 
available. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide is meant to REALLY emphasize the importance of your (top managements’) role in demonstrating your commitment to the QMS or QA program.It also provides you some guidance as to HOW to show your staff you are serious about having a QMS or QA program. 



Step #2: Plan 
 Establish an Implementation Team 

 

 Develop Implementation Plan 
 

 Identify Key Processes 
 

 Involve & Communicate with Employees 
 

 Management Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The next step in developing a QMS or QA Program is PLANNING.In the slide it lists five (5) main items that need to be accomplished in this step.Things to think about:Who is going to be on your implementation team?  Do you have every program represented?What is the plan?  Timeline? What are the steps needed to be taken?How are you going to involve employees and get their buy-in?  Conduct Meetings? Send Memos/e-mails? Suggestion Box?Point of review: Are you still on track? What obstacles have appeared? Have they been addressed?



Step #3: Define 
 Define the Quality Policy 
 

 Communicate the Quality Policy 
 

 **Define the Quality Objectives** 
 

 Establish Roles & Responsibilities 
 

 Management Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once your implementation team is in place, and you have a general plan. Now, it is time to start defining!!!  What is the Quality Policies?  Thinking about EH Services a quality policy could be that 85% of all Food, Lodging, and Institution Inspections are conducted on a regular basis.What are the Quality Objectives?*** This will be covered more in-depth in the next slide.How are you going to communicate it to employees?Who is going to do what and what are their responsibilities?Do not forget management review is an important part of this step, too!!!



Defining Quality Objectives 
Quality Objectives are S.M.A.R.T 

 S – it must be Specific 
 M – it must be Measurable 
 A – it must be Achievable 
 R – it must be Realistic  
 T – it must be Time Bound 

 Quality Objectives should be set aiming to 
improve the effectiveness of the QMS 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When setting goals and objectives, you need to consider what needs to be accomplished. These items are your goals.  Your objectives are your guide as to how to achieve your goals.  So, when you consider the task of making goals and objectives this way, I find using the S.M.A.R.T. system very helpful.  Remember your objectives should be set aiming to improve the effectiveness of the overall QMS or QA program.



Step #4: Build 
 Develop the Quality Manual 

 

 **Develop the Mandatory Procedures** 
 Including Operational Procedures & Auditing Tools 
 Each compliance point should match with a 

performance standard to serve as benchmarks in 
audits. 

 

 Select & Train Internal Auditors 
 

 Management Review 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have your policies, goals, and objectives in place, it is time to develop your quality manual.  This is where you start defining the procedures!!!  Do not forget to include auditing procedures as well.  The next slide will discuss some must-have procedures for any QMS or QA program.You will need to select and train your internal auditing team.And as in every step so far, when you think you are done with this step: It is time for management review!!!



6 Mandatory Procedures 
 Control of Documents 
 Control of Records 
 Internal Audit 
 Control of Non-Conforming Product 
 Corrective Action 
 Preventative Action 

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In this slide you see there are six (6) mandatory procedures that must be in your quality manual for it to be complete!!!Reflecting on these six (6) mandatory procedures related to EH services:  Documents:  What documents do you have that needs to be kept?  Employee records, REHS Authorization Letters, etc.Records: What records do you have that need to be kept?Inspections, permits, e-mail and/or letter correspondences, complaint log, etc.Internal Auditing Procedures: 10+% of records reviewed every month, shadowing or a ride-along annually with each REHS.Procedures to control for nonconformance's to assure through and complete inspections.Corrective Action plans for non conforming inspections, and poor customer service.  Further training, probation, assigned a direct mentor, work reviewed more frequently, etc.And, Preventative Action procedures: nine (9) months new hire probationary period, mentoring system in place for the first year, team inspections for complex sites, TRAINING, etc.What other items can you add?



Step #5: Launch 
 Provide Employee System Training 

 

 Implement the Quality System 
 

 Audit the Quality System 
 

 Management Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Over half way there!!!  Step 5 is where you Launch the QMS or QA program.   ALL ABOARD….TRAIN, TRAIN, TRAIN…on polices, goals, objectives, procedures, expectations!!!Implement…get it going!!!Audit…Check and double check!!And of course Management Review!!!   Are things happening as they should?  What needs to be changed?



Step #6: Review 
 Begin Process Auditing 

 

 Implement System Changes 
 

 Refine the System 
 

 Management Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 6 is the official review step, even though you have been conducting a management review with each step, this is where your internal auditing team gets in motion.Have your internal auditing team conduct an audit.Figure out what need to be adjusted.Adjust it!!!And then your turn again, review what just happened?  Did you get the results that you wanted?  



Step #7: Assess 
 Pre-Assessment Audit 

 

 Correct Non-Conformances & Corrective 
Actions 
 

 Management Review 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Step 7 may seem repetitive.  But, it is important to “Assess” your “Review”.  By reviewing the QMS or QA Program all the way through the audit phase you get an idea of what happened so-to-speak.  Now, in this step is the time to figure out what needs to be done to get the results you want.



Step #8: Improve 
 
 
 

Maintain & Improve the QMS 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is the final step in the development of a QMS or QA Program.  It is also the step that will take the longest to implement, because it is on-going, forever and ever…Know that once you have your QMS or QA program in place, it will need constant adjusting to stay current with the times, adjust for changes in staff, customer demand, technology, new Laws and Rules, etc.Some external changes that have recently had an impact of EH Services throughout the state of North Carolina:Down turn in constructionInstallation/expansion of city water and sewer systemsFOOD CODE



Developing a QMS 
 Generally takes from 1-9 months depending; 
 

 On Business Size & Type; 
  How many Protocols & Procedures are 

documented;  
 How many & what Type of Records are kept;  
 Management commitment; 
 & Resources  

 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Developing a QMS or QA Program does not happen over night.  How long it will take depends on several different factors that are unique to each Health Department.  Also, Health Departments need to take into account whether or not there are other standards that must be met. For example, those counties which are enrolled in the FDA Voluntary Retail Standards Program.  They are provided a compliance tool for Standard 4, detailing ten elements.  The next slide reviews those elements.



FDA Voluntary Retail Standards: Compliance Tool 
for Standard 4 
1) Determines & documents the compliance status of each risk factor & intervention through observation  
     & investigation:  (i.e., IN compliance, OUT of compliance, Not Observed [NO,] or Not Applicable [NA] is  
     noted on inspection form);  
 

2) Completes an inspection report that is clear, legible, concise, & accurately records findings & observations; 
 

3) Interprets & applies laws, regulations, policies & procedures correctly; 
 

4) Cites the proper local code provisions for CDC-identified risk factors & Food Code interventions;  
 

5) Reviews past inspection findings & acts on repeated or unresolved violations; 
 

6) Follows through with compliance & enforcement actions; 
 

7) Obtains on-site corrective action; 
 

8) Discusses & documents discussion of options for implementing food safety systems, when required; 
 

9) Confirms that the facility is assigned to the correct risk category & inspection frequency; & 
 

10) Files reports and other documentation in a timely manner. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
As you read through this slide, it may occur to you that these ten elements reads like a job description.  These elements or compliance guidelines are what REHS’ are supposed to be doing with every inspection.  There is nothing in this slide that could be deemed above and beyond the basics.In fact when the Regional FLI Specialist come to conduct a program review in preparing you for the accreditation team they use “Compliance Tools” very similar to this one. Of course, people are not born REHS’.  They have to be trained!!!  Training is a very important part of knowing how to do their jobs, especially since there are new Laws & Rules being enacted all the time.To reiterate there should be a training component in any QMS or QA program.  Training is one of the main characteristics of QA programs. (See slide 12)Following this line of thought, the REHS’ should not only conduct their job duties for inspections, but also receive up to date training on current trends, Rules, etc.  Since, training and staying current in the field, is an integral part of the REHS’ job, the Regional Specialist when assessing a program in preparation for accreditation, will thus review the Continuing Education (CE) that has been received by REHS’ in determining whether a QMS or QA program is in compliance. 



Conclusion 
 
 Quality Management Systems, or Quality 

Assurance Programs ensure an organization 
is doing due diligence to maintain 
compliance, while improving customer 
service and satisfaction. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So, in conclusion, you are not alone.  All of the NC Health Departments are supposed to have a QMS or QA program.There are many N.C. Health Departments that already have QMS or QA programs in place.  You will find posted several examples of local NC Health Departments QMS or QA programs from agencies that were willing to share.The plan(s) may not fit your counties needs exactly, but will definitely provide you with a starting point, or a point for you to review what may already be in place to see if it is meeting its’ goals fully.After you finish this presentation you can also, go to the survey Monkey Link to do a review/quiz. With a complete submission of the quiz you will receive a certificate of completion within a week. 1CEU is being applied for from the REHS board for those who receive a certificate. 
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